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A   = { < M, w > | M accepts w }

Consider the language:

It is easy to show the A   is Turing Recognizable. Given an input < M, w >, simulate M on w. 
If M accepts w then accept and if M rejects w then reject.

Why is this important?

We can now show that a language is undecidable by “reducing” a known undecidable language to 
the given language.

M

M

rem ATM is undecidable.

Proof

Suppose Ain is decidable. Then there exists a halting
TM H thaton inputM,w, accepts ifMaccepts w

andrejects ifM does notacceptw.

Using H, constructanother machine N as follows:

Description ofTuring Machine N

Input:M Where M is a TM A description ofHis hardcore into the machine N.

1. Simulate H on M, M.

2. IfI rejects then acceptelse reject. By definition!

Note thatthe machine It is a halting TM, hence Nis also a halting MM.
Now consider whathappens when the machine Nis providedwith the inputN.

the constructedmachine

N accepts i> H rejects N,N > N does notaccepta

This is a contradiction. Hence Arm is undecidable.

Reducibility:Informally, converting one problem to another. ifIcan reada map I
can go arounda city

Example going
aroundin a city reduces to ability to read a map

getting good grades reduces
to solving problems

multiplication reduces to addition ( doing itseveral times



Decidability and Reductions

Proving a Language is Undecidable using a Reduction

General Steps to Prove a Language is Undecidability using a Reduction

Consider we have two problems:AandB. Furthermore, we show thatwe can reduce Ato B. Thatis, AB.

Remember thata reduction means we can solve Ausing Bi Ifwe have
the answer to B, then we have the anower to A as well!

Now consider whatifwe know thatA is really difficultto solve? Then B mustalso be really difficultto solve, since otherwise

We justsolveditusing the reduction.

So, whatifwe know thatB is really easy to solve?Then
A is also easy to solve since we can use the answer to B to solve A.

As shown in the reduction.

We will use proofby contradiction to construct our proof.

How?Ifwe are trying to prove thata problem x is undecidable, we will
firstassume for contradiction thatX is decidable

and therefore there exists some decider R which decides X. Nextwe will reduce a known undecidable problem e.g., Aim
to X.

~

reduction is ATm" X
Remember our goal,

More specifically. We will builda decider for Aim thatuses R. thus we will attemptto build
since we wanta contradiction.

so, by creating a decider for Aim, we have made a contradiction since we know, by thorem, thatAim is undecidable. Thus, we can also

conclude th the language Xmustalso notbe decidable.

we muststate this before continuing with our proof!

Step 1Assume for contradiction thatX is decidable. ↳ We cannotsimply create our TM.

Then,by definition, there exists some Turing Machine (TM) R which is a decider for X.

We will use Aim!

Step 2 Write a skeleton reduction from a known undecidable language to X. Butthink abouthow we coulduse

another undecidable language to
prove the same language.
Does the structure change?

Step 3 Create a third TM C whose language is carefully createdsuch thatby
R is our decider for X!

running R on inputC, R will give us
the answer tothe problem 02

so, we want R on inputa
are reducing from (e.g., Aim).

to provide an anower for ATM.

Step 4 Finish Writing the reduction!

explain thatwe wrote a decider for an undecidable problem which is a contradiction!
Note:we can simply state that

Step 5 Conclude thatX is undecidable.
"X is undecidable"after writing th
contents ofstep 4, butwe can also
include a more detailed final statement.

The proofis notcomplete unless
we make this statement!



Question 01

Prove that the following language is undecidable by reduction from ATM .

ATM = {hM,wi |M is a TM and M accepts w}

RegularTM = {hMi |M is a TM and L(M) is a regular language}
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Observe thatOl is non-regular
and I is regular.

((C) ={ifwe((M)

ATM - Regular +M

Goal Prove thatRegularxin is undecidable.

Step 1 Assume for contradiction thatRegularm is decidable.

Then, by definition, there exists some decider R which decides Regularxin.

steps We will now builda decider s for Aim using R.
-

We know this isn'tpossible!
However, we will try to create our
TM C which satisfies Aim.

where M is a TM

3:"On inputM,W:andwis a string

Step 3 Construct TMC.
· Description ofM andw

hardcoredinto its description
C:"On inputX:

1. If Xis ofthe form O, accep
t.

2. IfXdoes nothave this form:

Run Mon inputwand

i) ifMaccepts v, accept.
Otherwise, reject."

Observe thatwe never

2. Run Ron inputC. actually run c, ve use R

to decide a property ofC.
3. IfR accepts, accept.
If R rejects, reject."

R is a decider since each

Step 4 Note thatLSC) is 5 (which is regular) ifin accepts U. step will halt.

LC) is 01 (non-regular) ifM does notaccept w.
ifR decides that

Thus, LIC) is regular ifandonly if(iff) M accepts w. (C) is regular then ...

30 R accepts iffMaccepts v.
Threfore, S is a decider for Aim, butthis is a contradiction
Since Aim is undecidable.

Remember we cannot

Step 5We can then conclude thatRegularxin is also undecidable. stop at step 4 with the

statement "a contradiction"

Itdoes notbring us to
the

"goal"ofour proof. We must
be explicitandformal!



Question 02

Prove that the following language is undecidable by reduction from ATM .

ATM = {hM,wi |M is a TM and M accepts w}

STM = {hMi |M is a TM that accepts w
r
whenever it accepts w}
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General Idea

IfM accepts
0Oll

then M accepts
100

Goal Prove thatSim is undecidable

Step 1 Assume for contradiction thatSim is decidable.

Then, by definition, there exists some decider R which decides Sim

steps We will now builda decider s for Aim using R.
-

We know this isn'tpossible!
However, we will try to create our
TM C which satisfies Aim.

3:"On inputM,w:ais" asing
Description ofM andw

Step 3 ConstructTMC. hardcoredinto its description

C:"On inputX:
1. If Xis ofthe form 01, accept.

5(i.e.,00918)

2. IfXdoes nothave this form:

Run Mon inputwand

i) ifMaccepts v, accept.
Otherwise, reject."

Observe thatwe never

2. Run Ron inputC. actually run c, ve use R

to decide a property ofC.
3. IfR accepts, accept.
If R rejects, reject."

R is a decider since eachStep 4 Note the reason this works is similar tothe correctness proof step will halt.
ofRegularrin.

So, S is a decider for Atm.

Step 5We can then conclude thatSim is also undecidable. Remember we cannot

stop at step 4 with the

statement "a contradiction"

Itdoes notbring us to
the

"goal"ofour proof. We must
be explicitandformal!



Question 04

Prove that the following language is undecidable by reduction from ATM .

ATM = {hM,wi |M is a TM and M accepts w}

ETM = {hMi |M is a TM and L(M) = ;}
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=3 M, M2, Ms, ... ((Mi) =0,;03

Goal Prove thatExy is undecidable.

Step 1 Assume for contradiction thatExin is decidable.

Then, by definition, there exists some decider R which decides Erm.

steps We will now builda decider s for Aim using R.
-

We know this isn'tpossible!
However, we will try to create our
TM C which satisfies Aim.

3:"On inputM,w
Description ofM andw

Step 3 ConstructTMC. hardcoredinto its description
C:"On inputX:

1. IfMaccepts W, accept.
2. IfM does notaccept v, reject."

2. Run Ron inputC.

3. IfR accepts, reject.
Ifwe acceptto then

If R rejects, accept." (1) =0.

Step 4 Note thatthe language ofCis empty ifand only if (iff) M doo notaccept w.

Therefore, R accepts iffM do notaccept v, so s will reject.

Thus, s is a decider for ATM, butAim is undecidable. So we obtain a

a contradiction.

Remember we cannot

stop at step 4 with the

Step 5We can then conclude thatEtre is also undecidable. statement "a contradiction"

Itdoes notbring us to
the

"goal"ofour proof. We must
be explicitandformal!



Question 05

Prove that the following language is undecidable by reduction from ALLCFG.

ALLCFG = {hGi |G is a CFG and L(G) = ⌃
⇤}

EQCFG = {hG,Hi |G and H are CFGs and L(G) = L(H)}
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Goal Prove thatEQGis undecidable.

Step 1 Assume for contradiction thatEacrais decidable.

Then, by definition, there exists some decider R which decides sacra.

steps We will now builda decider S for ALdcFaUsing R.

3:"On inputG:

Step 3 Constructa ContextFree Grammar (CFG) H

where L H ={
*

2. Run R on inputG,H.

3.Etrenet.
Step 4 Note thatthis is a decider since every step halts.

We know this since ifR decides accept, we know thatL(G)=((H) =58.

And ifR decides reject, we know that((k)
=2.

Therefore, S is a decider for ALLCFG. We know thatthis

is a contradiction since ALLCFGis undecidable.

Remember we cannot

Step 5We can then conclude thatEQcFais also undecidable. stop at step 4 with the

statement "a contradiction"

Itdoes notbring us to
the

"goal"ofour proof. We must
be explicitandformal!
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